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Abstract: Flocculation or cell aggregation is a well-appreciated characteristic of industrial brewer’s
strains, since it allows removal of the cells from the beer in a cost-efficient and environmentally-friendly
manner. However, many industrial strains are non-flocculent and genetic interference to increase the
flocculation characteristics are not appreciated by the consumers. We applied adaptive laboratory
evolution (ALE) to three non-flocculent, industrial Saccharomyces cerevisiae brewer’s strains using
small continuous bioreactors (ministats) to obtain an aggregative phenotype, i.e., the “snowflake”
phenotype. These aggregates could increase yeast sedimentation considerably. We evaluated the
performance of these evolved strains and their produced flavor during lab scale beer fermentations.
The small aggregates did not result in a premature sedimentation during the fermentation and did
not result in major flavor changes of the produced beer. These results show that ALE could be used
to increase the sedimentation behavior of non-flocculent brewer’s strains.

Keywords: Saccharomyces cerevisiae; industrial brewer’s strains; adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE);
snowflake phenotype; beer fermentation

1. Introduction

Bulk sedimentation of yeast cells during fermentation is a crucial part of the brewing process.
At the end of the fermentation, single yeast cells aggregate and form macroscopic “flocs” [1,2]. These
clumps of cells then rapidly sediment from the beer and can be harvested from the bottom (lager
fermentation) or float and can be harvested from the top (open ale fermentation) at the end of the
primary fermentation. This phenomenon allows the brewer to separate the yeast from the beer in an
effective, cost-efficient, and environmentally-friendly way, leaving only the clear and almost cell-free
product. The neatly harvested yeast can also be “repitched” into the next fermentation. The timing
of sedimentation is of considerable importance to the process. Sedimentation should not take place
prematurely and cause stuck fermentation leading to beers with low quality flavor profiles. Complete
sedimentation at the end of fermentation is preferred by the brewer, which provides the opportunity
for a neat separation of the yeast cells from the beer [3].

Flocculation is the reversible, asexual self-adhesion of yeast cells which leads to their sedimentation [4].
Although single yeast cells do sediment, the large clumps formed by flocculating cells sediment at a
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much higher rate. The flocculation capacity of yeast is highly strain-dependent, influenced mainly
by the genetic background since expressed cell wall flocculins that are lectins, effectuate cell-cell
binding [5–7]. However, several environmental factors can affect flocculation too. Calcium availability,
pH, temperature, ethanol concentration and oxygen concentration are some of the physiological
factors that influence flocculation while physical factors such as cell surface hydrophobicity and
favorable hydrodynamic conditions can also affect formation of flocs [8–10]. The sedimentation rate is
dependent on the size, shape and density of these flocs.

Optimization of the brewer yeast towards a more flocculating phenotype can lead to a more efficient
beer production and a higher final beer quality. Recent advances in DNA sequencing, high-throughput
technologies and genetic manipulation methods have led to the molecular and genomic characterization
of the brewer’s yeast. However, the exponential increase in knowledge generated in the field of functional
genomics of yeast can only facilitate strain improvement efforts to some degree. Procedures to obtain
approval for modified GMO yeasts are complicated and consumer acceptance for a GMO-produced
beer is lacking [11,12]. These hurdles have guided researchers to look elsewhere to generate strains
with desired properties.

One attractive more “natural” approach to enhance the attributes of microorganisms is the adaptive
laboratory evolution (ALE) approach [13]. In ALE, microorganisms are cultivated under clearly defined
conditions for long periods of time, allowing metabolic engineering of microorganisms utilizing genetic
variation and selection for beneficial mutations [14,15]. Already a more-and-more used tool in microbial
strain improvement, ALE has been applied for improving yeast strains such as for the utilization of
alternative sugars by S. cerevisiae [16], increasing tolerance of S. cerevisiae to environmental conditions [17],
for increasing the fermentation capacity of a lager S. pastorianus brewing strain under hyperosmotic
conditions [18], modifying the production of flavor compounds by S. pastorianus for alcohol-free beer
production [19], the adaptation of lager strains to very high-gravity brewing conditions [20,21], and
for enhancing the fermentation rate with decreased formation of acetate and greater production of
fermentative aroma of S. cerevisiae wine strains [22,23].

Microbial cells can be cultivated in parallel serial cultures for ALE but varying population densities,
fluctuating growth rate, nutrient supply, and environmental conditions characterize this batch cultivation.
Continuous (chemostat) cultures, however, ensure more stable conditions such as constant growth rate,
tightly controlled nutrient supply and stable pH and oxygen availability [24–26].

Previously, we performed ALE of a S. cerevisiae strain in a 3D-printed continuous mini tower
fermentor using gravity as a selective pressure to obtain a snowflake phenotype [27]. In this work,
we’ve used the ALE approach for the continuous cultivation of three non-flocculating industrial
S. cerevisiae brewing strains in miniature chemostats (ministats) [28]. This simple and low-cost setup
was used to carry out adaptive evolution experiments where gravity is also the selective pressure on the
planktonic cells, which are continuously removed while aggregating cells’ sediment are retained. Stable
aggregating cells were observed during continuous cultivation, showing a “snowflake” phenotype of
unseparated daughter and mother cells. Finally, we have also demonstrated the beer fermentation
performance of these evolved strains in lab scale tall tubes fermentors.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Yeast Strains and Media

The industrial Saccharomyces cerevisiae brewer’s strains BCD1, BCD2, BCD3, and BCD4 were
provided by Biercentrum Delvaux (Neerijse, Belgium). The lab strains BY4742 [29], BY4742 [FLO1],
and BY4742::FLO8 [5] and the strong flocculating industrial strain BCD4 were used as control strains in
the flocculation assay. All strains were precultured in YPD (Yeast extract–peptone–dextrose) medium
(1% m/v yeast extract, 2% m/v peptone, 4% m/v glucose) overnight at 30 ◦C. For the continuous ALE
in ministats, a high-glucose medium (100 g/L D-glucose, 4 g/L (NH4)SO4, 1.5 g/L KH2PO4, 1 g/L
MgSO4·7H2O, and 5 g/L yeast extract) was used. The yeast cells and aggregates were visualized by
microscopy (Nikon Eclipse Ti2, Tokyo, Japan).
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2.2. Flocculation Assay

The assay described by D’Hautcourt and Smart [30] was used with minor modifications. Cells
were cultivated for 24 h in YPD, harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in EDTA buffer (50 mM
EDTA, pH 7) to reach an OD600nm value of 10. A sample of 50 µL was taken at 0.5 mL below the
meniscus, and the sample was diluted 20 times in a 1.5 mL cuvette with EDTA buffer (50 mM EDTA,
pH 7). The tubes were centrifuged (4000 rpm, 3 min), and the supernatant was discarded. The cells
were resuspended in 1 mL flocculation buffer A (3 mM CaSO4). The last step was repeated, but the cells
were resuspended in flocculation buffer B (3 mM CaSO4, 83 mM CH3COONa, 4% v/v ethanol, pH 4.5).
The tubes were shaken at 100 rpm for 10 min. Prior to taking 50 µL samples 0.5 mL below the meniscus,
3 min of sedimentation in a vertical position took place. The sample was diluted 20 times with EDTA
buffer in a 1.5 mL cuvette. The absorbance of both suspensions in the cuvettes was determined, and the
related flocculation percentage was calculated:

Flocculation percentage (%) =
ODEDTA −ODFlocculation bu f f er

ODEDTA
× 100

For the evolved strains, ODEDTA corresponded to the OD600nm value of the non-evolved reference
strain.

2.3. Experimental Setup with Ministats

The continuous fermentation of industrial strains was carried out in a ministat set-up (Figure S1) [28].
Briefly, 15 mL test tubes were kept in an analog heat block (VWR®, Bridgeport, NJ, USA) at 30 ◦C and
fed with high-glucose growth medium using a peristaltic pump (Type ISM833A, Ismatec®, Zurich,
Switzerland). This high-glucose growth medium was previously also used in the adaptive evolution of
S. cerevisiae strains towards a snowflake phenotype using a mini tower fermentor [27]. Medium was
supplied at a flow rate of 30 µl/min. Air from a 4-port aquarium pump was fed to the medium in the
test tube through an air filter (0.20 µm) and the needle was pushed to the bottom of the tube, in order
to agitate the solution. During the experiment, a volume of 7–10 mL was maintained. The ministats
were inoculated with 1 mL of an overnight culture. The pH, cell concentration (OD at 600 nm) and the
glucose concentration (estimated using a refractometer (Brouwland, Belgium)) were measured during
the ALE experiments.

2.4. Wort Fermentations in Tall Tubes

Laboratory-scale tall tubes, made from glass (75 cm high and 8-cm diameter), were used to assess
beer fermentation with the evolved strains (Figure S2a). The tall tubes were filled with 2 L of wort with
a density of 11 ◦P, which was provided by Biercentrum Delvaux (Neerijse, Belgium), and autoclaved
before inoculation. The evolved strains from the ALE experiment and the original brewer’s strains
BCD1, BCD2, and BCD3 were added to the tall tubes at a cell concentration of 10 × 106 cells/mL.
Fermentations were carried out in duplicates and sampled daily.

Alcolyzer Plus Beer Analyzing System (Anton Paar®, Graz, Austria) and headspace gas
chromatography (GC) (Autosystem XL, Perkin Elmer®, Waltham, MA, USA) were used for the
analyses of the fermentation process. For the GC analysis, the samples were filtered through a filter
paper (Grade MN 713 1

4 , Macherey-Nagel®, Düren, Germany). During the experiment, the apparent
extract (% m/m) and the ethanol content (% v/v) were measured. The apparent extract (Ea) is a direct
measurement of the dissolved solids in brewer’s wort, gauged according to specific gravity. During
fermentation, the fermentable carbohydrates (glucose, maltose, and maltotriose) are consumed by
the yeast and the progress of the fermentation is monitored by measuring the disappearance of these
solids [31].

Concentrations of the volatile compounds (acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate, diacetyl, propanol,
2,3-pentanedione, isobutanol, isoamyl acetate (3-methyl-1-butylacetate), isoamyl alcohol (3-methyl-
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1-butanol), and ethyl caproate) in the beer samples were determined by headspace gas chromatography
(HS-GC FID/ECD) as previously described [32,33]. Shortly, collected samples were cooled on ice and
after centrifugation, 5 mL of the cooled supernatant was transferred to a vial. The vials were analyzed
with a calibrated Autosystem XL gas chromatograph with a headspace autosampler (HS40; Perkin
Elmer, Wellesley, MA, USA), equipped with a Chrompack-Wax 52 CB column (length 50 m, 0.32 mm
internal diameter, 1.2 µm layer thickness; Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Samples were heated for 16 min
at 60 ◦C in the headspace autosampler before injection (needle temperature 70 ◦C). Helium was used as
the carrier gas. The oven temperature was kept at 50 ◦C for 7.5 min, increased to 110 ◦C at 25 ◦C/min,
and was held at that temperature for 3.5 min. Detection of esters, and higher alcohols was established
with a flame ionization detector (FID); diacetyl was detected with an electron capture detector (ECD).
The FID and ECD temperatures were kept constant at 250 ◦C and 200 ◦C, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Adaptive Evolution in Ministats

Adaptive evolution experiments were performed with the three selected non-flocculating industrial
strains using continuous cultivation in the ministats. The flocculation behavior before evolution was
assessed and compared to the non-flocculating haploid lab strain BY4742, the strongly flocculating
BY4742 [FLO1] (constitutively overexpressed FLO1), the naturally flocculating BY4742::FLO8 (functional
Flo8p) and the strongly flocculating industrial strain BCD4 (Figure 1a). The flocculation percentages
of the three industrial strains were low (<21% ± 2%), ranking them below the natural flocculating
BY4742::FLO8 reference lab strain (46% ± 4%). The strongly flocculating industrial brewer’s strain BCD4
shows the same flocculation capacity as the BY4742 lab strain with constitutively overexpressed FLO1.

For the ALE experiments, cultivation with the three strains was initiated with a dilution rate of
approximately 0.2 h−1 using a medium feeding flow rate of 30 µL/min. The cultivation was monitored
daily by measuring the glucose concentration, pH, and cell density (Figure 2). Between days 5–7,
steady-state was reached and over time, and the dilution rate was increased gradually to 0.35 h-1 (BCD1)
and 0.45 h−1 (BCD2, BCD3) to avoid wash-out and to select for larger aggregates. The continuous
cultivation was stopped after 45 days, and the yeast populations were examined by microscopy
(Figure 3). The evolved BCD2 aggregates were smaller than the BCD1 and BCD3 aggregates. The nature
of the cell clusters was determined by resuspending the cells in EDTA-buffer, which chelates Ca+2 ions
and disrupts yeast cell clusters if they are formed via flocculin-dependent adhesion. The aggregates
persisted for all three strains. This indicated that the clusters are not the result of flocculin interactions
and are likely due to failure in separation of the mother and daughter cells, described previously as the
“snowflake” phenotype [27,34–36]. The evolved strains were subsequently cultivated in batch cultures
and the aggregating phenotype was found to be stable.

The flocculation assay was repeated with the evolved strains to estimate and compare their
sedimentation velocity to that of the BCD1, BCD2, and BCD3 strains before evolution (Figure 1). All
three evolved strains showed an increase in “flocculation” percentage. Even though none of the
strains evolved towards a real flocculating phenotype, their multicellular aggregates contributed to a
significant larger sedimentation velocity.
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Figure 1. Flocculation and sedimentation behavior of laboratory and industrial strains. (a) Flocculation
percentages determined for the control strains (BY4742, BY4742::FLO8, BY4742 (FLO1), the industrial
BCD4 strain) and for the three industrial non-flocculating strains BCD1, BCD2, and BCD3 before (�)
and after (�) ALE in ministats. All measurements were performed in triplicates. (b) The sedimentation
behavior of the three industrial brewer’s strains before and after adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE)
in the ministats.

Figure 2. Cultivation of the industrial strains in the ministats: (a) BCD1, (b) BCD2, and (c) BCD3.
Glucose content (•), pH (�), OD600 nm (N), and the dilution rate (1/h) (—).
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Figure 3. Microscopic observations of the industrial strains before and after the evolution in the
ministats. Snowflake clumps are observed for each strain and could not be disrupted by treatment with
50 mM EDTA.

3.2. Performance of Evolved Strains During Beer Fermentation

The performance and behavior of the evolved yeast strains, compared to their reference strains,
were evaluated during wort fermentations in tall tubes (Figure S2a). The fermentations were monitored
by sampling and measuring cell concentration and beer characteristics such as apparent extract (Ea),
ethanol content (Table S1), and the concentration of several flavor compounds (Figure S3 and S4).

The reference strain BCD1 showed a faster fermentation capacity than the evolved strain:
The fermentation was almost completed after only 1 day as observed from the evolution of the
apparent extract and ethanol concentration (Table S1) as well as from the suspended cell concentration
(Figure S2b). The fermentation capacity of the evolved and reference BCD2 strains were similar
(Table S1). In contrast, the evolved BCD3 strain showed a faster fermentation than the reference strain
(Table S1). The evolution of the suspended cell concentrations during the fermentations for the evolved
and reference strains is shown in Figure S1b. There are no large differences observable in the number
of suspended cells between the evolved and the reference strains, except for the evolved BCD1 at the
second day of fermentation where a much lower cell concentration of the evolved strain was present.

Flavor compounds in the beer were quantified by headspace gas chromatography (Figure S3
and S4). In general, no major influence of the evolved yeast strains on the development of the flavor
profile was observed. Some remarkable observations include an increased content of vicinal diketones
diacetyl (up to 2.1 ppm) and 2,3-pentanedione (up to 0.9 ppm) during the initial stages of the fermentation
for the evolved BCD1 strain, which was decreased by the third day for both compounds to 0.1 ppm.
Also, the aliphatic higher alcohol isobutanol concentration increased to 178 ppm (compared to 53 ppm
for the reference strain) at the third day of the fermentation. The isobutanol concentration of the evolved
BCD2 strain fermentation was doubled at the second day compared to the reference strain, but was still
below the isobutanol flavor threshold of 100–200 ppm [37]. By the third day, the evolved BCD3 gave a
lower concentration of acetaldehyde than its reference, but a higher concentration of the higher alcohol
propanol and isobutanol, and the esters ethylacetate and isoamylacetate.
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4. Discussion

Miniature, low-cost chemostats (ministats) were used for adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE)
of three industrial S. cerevisiae brewer’s strains towards a more favorable, aggregating phenotype.
The three strains—BCD1, BCD2, and BCD3—were characterized with a low flocculation ability and
were continuously cultivated with high-glucose medium for 45 days. Small clusters of cells were
observed around day 15, corresponding to approximately 110 generations, which is comparable to other
S. cerevisiae ALE experiments [27,38,39]. The yeast cell clusters were not disrupted by treatment by
EDTA, which indicated that the cell-cell interactions are not based on flocculins. Microscopy showed
that the multicellular clusters look like “snowflakes”. This “snowflake” phenotype was previously
described as the result of the failed separation of daughter cells from mother cells. This phenotype is
caused by a frameshift mutation in the transcription factor ACE2, which is responsible for the activation
of the CTS1 gene encoding the chitinase necessary to break down the septum between the mother and
the daughter cells [34,36,40]. The clusters of cells formed in this way are unlike flocs in that they consist
entirely of genetically identical cells and surrounding cells can not adhere to the cluster [36].

The performance of the evolved strains was compared to the reference strains in beer fermentations
using tall tubes fermentors. During the fermentation only small aggregates of the evolved strains
were observed. These aggregates were kept in suspension during the convective mixing by the CO2

release by the fermenting yeast cells as was clear from the evolution of the suspended cell concentration
(Figure S2b). Apparently, shear stress by convective mixing will break up large aggregates and the
presence of these small aggregates will not lead to premature sedimentation during fermentation.
The CO2 production stops at the end of the fermentation and convective currents are reduced significantly.
At this moment, the sedimentation of the snowflake aggregates will be significantly faster (Figure 1b)
than the reference strains.

To assess the effect of adapted evolution of the 3 strains on the beer flavor, the evolution of a few
flavor compounds was determined during the first 3 days of the fermentation. The evolved BCD1 strain
showed an increased production of the vicinal diketones and the higher alcohol isobutanol. The synthesis
of these compounds is linked to the isoleucine–leucine–valine (ILV) pathway. Although the flavor
threshold of diacetyl (0.1–0.15 ppm [41]) was exceeded and the 2,3-pentanedione concentration was close
to the flavor threshold (1.0–1.5 ppm [41]) during the first 2 days of fermentation, these concentrations
were reduced significantly below the flavor threshold at the third day. Also, the isobutanol content in
the beer fermented by the evolved BCD1 strain was much higher than for the reference strain, but did
not exceed the flavor threshold of 100–200 ppm [37]. After 7 days, the green beer from the evolved
and the reference BCD1 strain both tasted fruity (isoamyl acetate and acetaldehyde). Although the
isobutanol concentration was larger in the beer from the evolved BCD2 strain, no difference was tasted.
In both beers, the apple flavor (acetaldehyde) could be recognized. The beer from the evolved BCD3
strain contained a higher concentration of the ester isoamyl acetate (banana aroma) and ethyl acetate
ester (fruity, solvent-like aroma), which presence could be tasted in the green beer.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2311-5637/6/1/20/s1,
Figure S1: The experimental setup of the ministats. Figure S2: Beer fermentations in tall tube fermenters, Figure S3
and Figure S4: Comparison of the evolution of some flavor compounds during the tall tubes’ fermentations;
Table S1: Evolution of the apparent extract and ethanol content during the tall tube fermentations.
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